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ANSWER THIS QUESTION AT THE 

COMMENT SECTION:

How do you want to feel 

today?

(Do you want to feel Inspired? Empowered? 

Excited?...etc…name it)
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OBJECTIVE

 By the end of this Webinar, the participants

will be able to discover and apply the

principles and practical techniques on how

to turn a scattered brain to a focused brain

to achieve a certain level of success.



This Webinar is for you if:

 You’re a Professional, Career-driven person, Entrepreneur, Student or basically 

someone who wants to gain more focus to achieve a certain level of success 

in life;

 You want to achieve a certain level of certainty, clarity, confidence and 

mental sharpness to sustain you for the final quarter of 2021 and beyond;

 You want to overcome the pandemic fatigue by re-energizing yourself in no 

time;

 You want to avoid distractions in order to make progress in what you are 

trying to accomplish



COURSE OUTLINE

 HOW OUR MIND WORKS (Introduction to the Sub-conscious Mind)

 HABIT BUILDING

 Seek Clarity

 Increase Productivity

Generate Energy

 CONCLUSION



I. HOW OUR MIND WORKS

 Theory of Mind by Dr. Kappas

CONSCIOUS MIND

12%

CRITICAL MIND

SUBCONSCIOUS MIND

88%

PRIMITIVE MIND

 Conscious Mind:  Thinks and Plans, 

Analyses, Logic, Reason, Decision, Will

 Sub-Conscious Mind:  Habits and 

Addictions, Memories, Attitudes, 

Emotions, Feelings, Values, Beliefs, 

Spiritual Connection





The Sub-conscious Mind

 Most of the time, your sub-conscious mind is in charge. We 

live mostly on “auto-pilot stage.”

 Anything familiar to your sub-conscious mind is positive and 

anything unfamiliar is negative.

 Your subconscious mind learns through intensity of emotion, 

and through repetition.



We can tap the power of our sub-conscious 

mind to succeed in life by mastering our 

emotions and through repetitions. 

(Good Habits)



II. HABIT BUILDING

 What are your goals? 

 What are your dreams? 

 What are your plans for the 
rest of 2021?



Identifying our 

Personalities are not 

enough. Strengths alone 

are not enough. Talents

are not enough. 

You need to 

build good habits.



Habit 1: Seek Clarity

 A scattered brain is a distracted brain

 We need a focused brain to succeed 

in life.



Clarity about what?

 Clarity of Purpose 

 Clarity of Personhood

 Clarity of Priorities

 Clarity of Plans



Share at the Comment Section:

What do you want to 

achieve by the end of 2021?



Habit 2: Increase Productivity

 Focus on your Top 3 Priorities for the day.

 Identify your Weekly Goals and Monthly Goals.

 Don’t settle with “good enough.” Be excellent in what you 

do. Give 1% more daily, because Growth is achieved when 

you give 1% more each day.

 You build Momentum when you take action daily.

 Even when you face roadblocks, frustrations, and 

disappointments, just KMF! Keep Moving Forward!



Even when you face 

roadblocks, frustrations, and 

disappointments, just KMF!

KEEP 

MOVING 

FORWARD



Habit 3: Generate Energy

 Energy: Mental, Emotional, Biological, Spiritual



Your physiology (body) affects your 
psychology (mind). 



How to Generate Energy?

 Get Enough Sleep daily (7-8 hours)

 Eat more healthy food

 Include body movements in your daily routine

 Be mindful of your posture and how you project yourself 

 Breathe deeply, regularly

 Create Positive Triggers

 Master your Transitions



To Summarize: 

 Conscious Mind = 12%  ( Logic, Reason, Decision, Will)

 Sub-conscious Mind = 88% (Memories, Attitudes, Habits, 

Values, Beliefs)

 We need to minimize distractions to turn a scattered brain to 

a focused brain.

 Forming good Habits will help us succeed in long term.



The Success Habits included in this 

Presentation include:

 Seek Clarity

 Increase Productivity

Generate Energy



III. CONCLUSION

 We all agree that your sub-conscious mind works 

mostly (88%) compared to your conscious mind 

(12%).

 To turn a scattered brain to a focused brain for sure 

success, we need to form good habits.



You need to apply the techniques and lessons 

learned regularly to make it more effective.



Among the principles and practices that you 

discovered today? 

Which one do you like the most? 

What 3 steps are you going to take to apply 

what you have learned today?
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